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OBJECTIVES

 Understand the reasons for engagement & the formula for 
effective public engagement

 Examples of a person-centered and community-focused 
approach to transportation planning in Nevada

 Engaging people through the “COVID crunch”



“More than half of 
adults in the U.S. 
will never attend 
a public meeting.” 
(Bang the Table, 2019 webinar)



THREE BUCKETS – REASONS FOR ENGAGEMENT

Duty Respect Relationship



PLANNING THAT IS PERSON-CENTERED

 Community as the “expert”

 Dignity and community access

 The Golden Rule versus The Platinum Rule



HUMAN-CENTERED DESIGN

 Human-centered design (HCD) is a way of finding solutions to 
problems that begins with the people you are trying to create 
those solutions for. 

 It is all about finding out what those people NEED and what they 
WANT and designing solutions from there.

 Three Phases:

 Hear - In this phase, we research and discover as much as we 
can about the people and the issue that needs solving.

 Create - In this phase, we take what was learned in the “hear” 
phase, and brainstorm tons of different solutions.

 Deliver - In this phase, we implement the solution.



N4 Transit Planning 4 All Project:
 “Hear” – Researched and discovered as much as

possible about people concerned with 
transportation in Washoe County by conducting 
interviews, focus groups, and two large convenings. 
A survey (online and paper) was also distributed 
throughout the project.

 Themes: 

• Advocacy

• Safety

• Streamlined Technology

• Community Involvement

• Reliable/Resourceful Sharing of Information

• Accessibility, Futility and Responsiveness

• Transit Anxiety

PROJECT ACTIVITIES

HEAR CREATE DELIVER



TRANSIT PLANNING 4 
ALL

 “Create” – Themes from the “hear” 
phase were ranked based on their 
relevance and importance to the 
design team (stakeholders). 
Brainstormed many different solutions 
and developed prototypes. Drafted an 
extensive report to share with 
stakeholders.

 “Deliver” - Design team members 
began the implementation of the 
related activities.

 1. State Transit Association

 2. Update the “Information Highway”

 3. Sensitivity Training

 4. Peer-to-Peer Travel Support

 5. “Ride with Me” Day



FRAMING: STATE TRANSIT ASSOCIATION
What problem are we trying to solve? Transportation in Nevada (particularly the rural/frontier areas) is underfunded and insufficient. 

Frame it as a design question: How do we ensure transportation meets the needs of people working, living, and visiting in Nevada?

What is the impact we are trying to have?To ensure transportation in Nevada meets the expressed needs of people working, living, and visiting in 
Nevada. 

What are some possible solutions to the problem? Develop a transit association comprised of various stakeholders across the state to create an 
effective, efficient, economical, and socially equitable transit system in Nevada. This would include giving a voice to transit operators and community 
members, and advocating for dedicated state funding for transit, particularly in the rural areas where funding for operating costs is scarce. 

What are some of the contexts and constraints? Urban transit providers in Nevada tend to have the most influence on transportation planning; 
leaving rural transit providers and the communities they serve without enough choice. Rural transit providers do not have the resources to be as efficient 
and involved as they need to be. There is currently not a consistent and reliable method for ongoing stakeholder feedback. For a state transit association to 
be sustainable, there will need to be dedicated funding for administrative activities and staffing. There could be technical and cultural barriers to ensuring 
everyone is included in transportation planning. 

Reframe design question: How might a state transit association ensure transportation is effective, efficient, economical, and socially equitable in 
Nevada? 

New solutions to the problem: Conduct a feasibility study to learn about various state transit association models and best practices (secondary 
research). We would first need to more clearly identify the purpose of a state transit association in Nevada and define who the stakeholders are (to 
include transit operators and state and local agencies, nonprofit and for-profit organizations, and community members who are concerned with 
transportation). Then, we would need to figure out what the priorities are for the various stakeholders (primary research).





N4’S RIDE ON TIME PROJECT “LIMITED LAUNCH”

 Key Partners: Members of the AARP Age Friendly Reno initiative

 Key Activities: Create accessible and easy-to-use tools for teaching people how to find needed resources. Design a transportation program that is 
comfortable and convenient to increase the number of kept health care appointments. Use a community engagement approach that links people to 
their neighbors for shared support and increased social opportunities.

 Key Resources: Design team member expertise, N4 staff, Silverada Manor space, Lyft business agreement, Nevada’s No Wrong Door system, 
hardware, and software.

 Value Propositions: People with disabilities and older adults living in Reno, Nevada, have greater access to their community, including engaging in
more social opportunities, connecting to important resources, and have better health.

 Customer Relationships:Transportation provider, care consultant, information and referral service, and neighbor matchmaker.

 Channels: Distributing project materials via door hangers, community flyers, and email. Telephone calls and in-person interviews. Connecting with 
participants through strategic partnerships and key project staff. 

 Customer Segments: People with disabilities and older adults with low-income. Possible population subsets include Spanish-speakers and other 
English Language Learners, and people living with dementia. Health care providers and other community businesses.

 Cost Structure: Lyft rides, staff wages and fringe, printing costs, participant incentives, and hardware

 Revenue Streams: NCMM grant and in-kind donations



ASSUMPTION TESTING

Assumption testing is a tool for surfacing the key assumptions underlying the 
attractiveness of a new concept and using data to assess the likelihood that these 
assumptions are true.

 Test 1: User Desirability - This solution will bring value to the lives of stakeholders.

 Test 2: Operational Feasibility - We have or can obtain/develop the resources, 
including technology, to implement this solution.

 Test 3: Financial Viability - We have or can obtain the financial resources to 
sustainably implement this solution.





ASSUMPTIONS TOTEST: RIDE ONTIME

 People with disabilities and older adults living in Reno, Nevada, will like using Lyft to attend health care 
appointments (user desirability).

 Participants will report increased utilization of community resources (user desirability). 

 Participants will report having better health (user desirability). 

 Key project staff will effectively support and manage ride and health care appointment scheduling for participants 
to increase health care access (operational feasibility). 

 The Silverada Manor housing complex will be an adequate location to complete project activities (operational 
feasibility).

 Community partners will be interested in funding the continuation and sustainability of the Ride on Time project 
(financial viability).

 Participants will connect with their neighbors for shared rides to reduce cost (financial viability).



NEW N4 CONNECT – COORDINATED TRANSIT PROJECT

 A single app and online platform to connect transit providers, volunteer drivers, and 
human service providers to schedule, cancel, and pay for rides.

 Cross-agency coordination allowing individuals to book services that involve multiple 
transportation providers with a single ride request

 Human-centered design approach using feedback from transit agencies and passengers

 Quarterly engagement sessions with community members and leaders across agencies 
involved in education, healthcare, economic development, social services, and 
employment (“Mobility Leadership Circle”)

 12 counties in Northern Nevada will be engaged for the initial two-year pilot phase 
with remaining counties in Southern Nevada incorporated in Year 3
Funding for this project is made possible by the Federal Transit Administration (FTA), Nevada Department of Transportation 

(NDOT), Nevada Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS), Nevada Aging and Disability Services Division (ADSD), 
and the Nevada Statewide Independent Living Council (SILC)



THE PANDEMIC & PIVOTING

Effective community building and successful strategic planning requires knowing when to PIVOT:

Planning
Is
Vacillating (alternating between different opinions or actions)
Omnibus (providing for many things all at once) and
Transitional (involving a change from one condition to another)

Do the Pandemic Pivot…
 Social distancing versus physical distancing

 Curbside Community

 Telephone & virtual engagement

 Identifying personal outcomes



FINAL THOUGHTS

“We often think of ‘community’ as a problem to be solved rather than an 
asset to utilize.” (Max Hardy)

 What is the question we are asking people to resolve?

 What world are we creating with the questions we are asking? 



RESOURCES

 Questions change everything in community engagement, Max Hardy: 
https://youtu.be/JViKndm2y9E

 Human-Centered Design (IDEO.org)
 Transit Planning 4 All (transitplanning4all.org)
 Design Thinking for Mobility - National Center for Mobility Management 

(nationalcenterformobilitymanagement.org)
 Case studies: https://nationalcenterformobilitymanagement.org/resources/the-

role-of-transportation-in-addressing-social-isolation-in-older-adults/

 2019 Nevada Transportation Summit: 
https://www.nevadaddcouncil.org/transportsummit/

https://youtu.be/JViKndm2y9E
https://nationalcenterformobilitymanagement.org/resources/the-role-of-transportation-in-addressing-social-isolation-in-older-adults/
https://www.nevadaddcouncil.org/transportsummit/
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Amy Dewitt-Smith

amy@neighbornv.org
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